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After a difficult start in 2016, we ended the year with generally nice returns. The presidential election, so 

far, is producing optimism for business prospects. With the coming of a new presidential administration, 

the USA will likely be tested on trade (i.e. China, NAFTA), global security (i.e. Russia, Middle East, South 

China Sea), and international partners (i.e. Turkey). Such uncertainty frequently produces opportunities 

via attractively priced securities. For example, with today's strong dollar we are looking at securities that 

may be underpriced. Like any shopper, we love to buy things on sa le. 

Interest rates, as defined by Federal Reserve actions and expectation, are going up. As rates go up it is 

expected that bank earnings will increase, so we have seen appreciation in Fulton and Trustco. 

We have sold shares of Orbital ATK (OA) for a strong gain. This stock took a dramatic decline during 

August of this year, and then it recovered to previous levels. The reason for the decline is related to a 

government contract severa l years ago. OA is not current on their financial statements as they have not 

provided cu rrent reports since May, 2016. My experience is that when accounting issues become this 

pronounced for a company, it is frequently a good idea to se ll and monitor the situation in case there is 

a good time to buy again. 

We also so ld shares of Cabot (CBT) for a modest gain and purchased shares of Micron (MU). I must 

admit to being mistaken about the minimal amount of exposure CBT has to the battery market, and 

clients had a good gain on CBT. We purchased Micron for accounts as another play on the migration of 

computer storage media away from mechanical hard disk driving to so lid state drives (SSD). Micron also 

makes DRAM chips that are used for computer memory. Both the SSD and DRAM markets are in tight 

supply, thus helping profit margins. 

We act as a fiduciary while managing client accounts as a registered investment advisor (RIA). The US 

Department of Labor is initiating a new fiduciary standard for Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA). 

Since all IRA's under our firm's management are already covered by fiduciary handling, there w ill not be 

any changes in our relationship or contracts. On a regular basis, we are required to offer our clients our 

most recent ADV Part II disclosure form. Please let us know if you are interested in receiving a copy. 

Thank you very much for your business and referrals. Please call with any questions or concerns. 

Very best regards, 
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